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Thomas Scozzafava, Chairperson 
Noel Merrihew, Vice-Chairperson 
 
Chairman Scozzafava called this Finance Meeting to order at 10:30 am with the following 
Supervisors in attendance: Clayton Barber, Robin DeLoria, Stephanie DeZalia, Derek Doty, 
Shaun Gillilland, Roy Holzer, Ken Hughes, Steve McNally, Noel Merrihew, James Monty, Tom 
Scozzafava, Matt Stanley, Ike Tyler, Joe Pete Wilson, Davina Winemiller, Margaret Wood and 
Mark Wright.   Charlie Harrington was excused.   

 
Department Heads present: Laura Carson, Jim Dougan, Judy Garrison, Dave Wainwright and 
Dan Palmer.  Mike Diskin was absent. 
 
Also present: Chelsea Merrihew, Bill Tansey Joe Keegan and Erik Harvey - NCCC. 
 
News media:  SUN – Alana Penny 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Good morning.  We’ll call the Finance committee meeting to order and we’ll start 
with Chelsea, County Clerk’s office. 
 
C.MERRIHEW:  Good morning.  June was a good month for us.  We collected $745,000, 
$480,000 over to the Treasurer for local retention. 
Mortgage tax was up particularly for the Town of Ticonderoga so that was good.  Big topic of 
conversation amongst the County Clerk’s offices right now is of course, pistol permits.  Since the 
Supreme Court ruling came out, literally an hour later our phones began ringing off the hooks.  
Essex County the vast majority of pistol permits are unrestricted, carry concealed so the Supreme 
Court ruling didn’t really affect the permits in our county however, once the New York State 
Legislature passed the new gun legislation everything changed.  The biggest issue is going to be 
the 16-hour safety course requirement.  I’m not sure if you’re familiar with that at all.  All new 
applicants will be required to have that before they can submit their application and all current 
pistol permit holders will have to complete that training before they can recertify.  At the same 
time, the recertification time was dropped from five years to three years, this year being the big 
year for the five-year recertification.  Right now there are about 7,400 pistol permit holders all of 
whom will have to take this training and recertification within three years and there’s currently no 
one set up to provide this training.  This is an issue statewide; across the County Clerk’s offices 
this is what they view as logistically the biggest issue.  The pure math only it seems to be 
impossible for anyone to meet these requirements particularly for the new applicants where this 
begins on September 1st so until that time, nothing has changed in Essex County we are 
continuing to accept current applications under the current criteria so I hate to say this out loud 
and create more work for us if anyone is thinking about applying for a pistol permit, now is the 
time to do it.  We have no direction as to what is going to happen after September 1st and I’m 
hoping that perhaps by our August meeting it has either been held up in court or we will have 
further direction from the State Police on how we’re going to handle the permits going forward but 
that’s all I have right now unless anyone has any questions about that? 
 
HOLZER: I have a quick question.  Is there a moratorium coming down the line on issuing pistol 
permits? 
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C. MERRIHEW: Not in Essex County.  I believe the ones we are seeing in the news are being 
done locally through the local licensing officers, some licensing officers have decided to just stop 
applications in their county until they get more direction.  I spoke with Judge Meyer last week and 
is continuing with things as normal here. 
 
HOLZER: Okay, thank you. 
 
TYLER: I just have a comment and my comment is this is another instance where Albany is 
making law abiding citizens’ felons with no way to get out of it and it’s very frustrating more so 
than it has been in the last few years and I don’t know what direction we’re going but it’s not a 
good direction that we’re headed, that’s for sure. 
 
C. MERRIHEW: No, I will say the vast majority of pistol permit holders are good, law abiding 
citizens and that has been the majority of our calls are people that are trying to make sure that 
they remain legal and are following the law. 
 
GILLILLAND:  Let’s just note, in the State of Indiana yesterday a gunman with two rifles, a couple 
semi-automatic rifles and several magazines with ammunition went into a mall, started shooting 
up the food court and then was gunned down by the private citizen who was carrying a firearm 
and only three dead it could have been much, much, much worse.  That’s my comment. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Okay, anything further for Chelsea?  If not, thank you. 
 
C.MERRIHEW:  Thank you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Laura, Auditors office. 
 
CARSON:  Good morning.  Page 1, is my department head expense report.  The Coroners 
responded to 39 calls and the funeral homes have handled 8 removals.  I will mention that, two 
minutes after I completed my report and sent it out I did receive 7 vouchers from Coroner 
Valentine two of them were over the 45-day limit but they will be noted on next month’s report. 
Page 2 is the Supervisor Expense report.  Page 3 is our invoice summary.  In June we processed 
almost 2,400 and we noted 242 errors.  Our year to date overpayments prevented almost $8,000 
and our year to date duplicate payments $167,000.   
Page 4 is the Auditor budget.  Page 5 is the Assigned Counsel summary.  We received 38 
vouches to process and paid a little over $19,000. 
Page 6 is the Assigned Counsel budget and page 7 is the special prosecutor’s summary, we are 
up to 11 vouchers totaling about $15,000, 51% is really the travel expenses.  Does anybody have 
any questions? 
 
WINEMILLER:  I just have one question; I think I know the answer to it but I just wanted some 
clarification.  So, they responded to 39 calls and they’ve only handled, we’ve gotten billed for 8 
removals? 
 
CARSON:  Yes. 
 
WINEMILLER:  So these are only people who were removed. 
 
CARSON:  Yes, funeral home expense. 
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SCOZZAFAVA:  Anything further? 
 
MONTY:  If I remember correctly last month Kellie’s numbers are exactly the same?  She hasn’t 
filed any new paperwork? 
 
PALMER:  She did today. 
 
CARSON: Just after I finished my report, I checked the interoffice mail and there were 7 vouchers 
from her, two were over the 45-day mark so they will be included on the next report. 
 
MONTY:  Thank you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Anyone else have anything?  If not, good report.  Thank you.   
Dave, Real Property. 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  Good morning.  Other than my budget if there are no questions, you should have 
a copy of the omitted and the pro-rata taxes for your town. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Any questions for Dave? 
 
WAINWRIGHT: I just want to remind everybody that the town portion of your omitted and pro-rata 
should be included as revenue on your budget coming up. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  And this, absolutely for new supervisors, this is an important number because it 
does impact your cap so you need to report that. 
 
WINEMILLER: More importantly, it’s counted as revenue but you also have to take it off the top 
of your budget so you have to count it twice.  
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Yup. 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  And for those new supervisors who are not familiar with this when somebody 
sells their property and it has an exemption on it maybe a veteran exemption or an age exemption 
and the new owner isn’t entitled to that, if that property got the benefit of that exemption for a year, 
before it was taken off those are omitted taxes and pro-rata taxes are pro-rated throughout the 
year.  It’s money we are allowed to collect by law and it’s been quite a substantial sum over the 
years. 
 
BARBER:  Dave, maybe you can explain to me, as you know Patty is my new Assessor she has 
concerns now that Dawn Sears has retired and she said that Dawn did a lot of stuff and can you 
explain what Dawn did that the Assessors are not able to do? 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  Dawn was an evaluation specialist that was really what she did for the most part 
but all the other things that she’s done for the Assessor or used to do for the Assessors they can 
do themselves but at certain times of the year especially when doing the revals they get 
overwhelmed so if we can have a person from our office help them with calculating the new 480a 
assessments on forest land, basically anything they needed help with Dawn would help but her 
main goal was evaluation like I say and with that, she would run quite a few reports on different 
level of assessments for different neighborhoods, for different areas to take into account the 
market, latest sales and if she needed to adjust their land schedule in other words when an 
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Assessor has a piece of property there’s always a land value and a total assessed value so it’s 
land value plus any value of the improvements.  The land value is strictly a cost calculation in our 
RPS evaluation system, computer system so once she runs her reports and creates this land 
schedule it’s applied to the system and then anytime the Assessor runs a new cost parcel the 
land should come out right where it’s supposed to.  The other factor is then the improvements the 
value of the house, garages, that kind of thing. There’s quite a bit involved and it took Dawn years 
to get where she is.  We recently advertised for that position, promotional we have a couple people 
in the office that can step into that position fairly well, they will need training of course but I think 
we’ll be okay. 
 
BARBER:  So, you are recruiting another person to do this? 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  Yes, absolutely. 
 
BARBER: Thank you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Anything further for Dave? 
 
WAINWRIGHT:  Quickly, I’d just like to congratulate the Assessors that conducted successful 
reassessment projects in 2021, in accordance with their cyclical reassessment plan.  They 
continue to do their very best continuing to prepare fair and equitable assessment roles so the 
taxpayers in their town don’t end up paying anymore or any less than their fair share of taxes.  
The Assessors were recently notified by New York State Division of Taxation and Finance that 
their towns have been receiving and they have been saving money, those Assessors are Shelly 
Davis, in Town of Chesterfield recently retired, Timothy Gay, in the Town of Jay and Todd Anthony 
in the Town of North Elba. 
Do we need a resolution for the omitted? 
 
PALMER:  Yes. 
 
RESOLUTION ACCEPTING THE OMITTED AND PRO-RATED TAXES FOR THE 2023 TAX 
ROLL PURSUANT TO SECTONS 520 AND 551 OF THE REAL PROPERTY TAX LAW.  
Hughes, Doty 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  All in favor, opposed – carried.  Thank you. 
Mr. Diskin has been excused.  He did ask that I bring up, did everybody receive the email from 
Mr. Diskin in regards to the auction?  And he feels that at this point in time he reluctant to pull any 
properties off that auction I’m talking on the land bank but I know we had a previous resolution 
Jim, stating that we bring it back to our town boards and see what they say so talk to me. 
 
MONTY:  Honestly, I respectfully disagree with Mr. Diskin because we are, as we were looking at 
those we sent them to every town supervisor that had property in their community, wanting you 
to take it to your boards; I only heard from a couple so I’m assuming they are not interested and 
it was going to be the town board’s decision to bring it back to the tax force to present to the Board 
of Supervisors.  It’s not us just pulling properties off randomly.  You know the properties in your 
community, you know the properties that maybe valuable to Moriah or to the county. We don’t 
want to take those.  That’s not the goal.  This perception is out there.  That is not the goal of the 
tax force.  The goal is to help those properties that maybe can be rehabbed before they go to 
demolition or take a property that may need demolition to go ahead and do the demolition through 
the land bank and get that property so it becomes more attractive for someone to buy.  So I 
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respectfully disagree with Mr. Diskin. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So on that, my board did vote Thursday evening to not put any properties in the 
land bank.  I don’t know if I made you aware of that yet but I will? 
 
MONTY:  No, you had not. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  So the other, everybody else is good with the properties that have been 
earmarked in your communities for the land bank? 
 
DOTY:  I’m actually undecided as well.  I have a situation where a property came up with 
considerable monies owed, it’s under $30,000 but the lot itself with the building on it is worth 
considerably more.  I’ve even had a real estate firm look at the value and it’s a situation where if 
I did take it off the roles and sold it out right I could make the county whole on what’s owed and 
probably still give $100,000 to this new effort we’re looking at so it is one example and I’m not 
saying that that property margin has to be used in North Elba because we talked about other 
areas we’ll say are more deserving, if you will but this gives me an opportunity on just one parcel 
to just really help this effort.  Naturally I have to wait until the 27th to see whether the property is 
paid up or not so, there’s facts on both sides for justification but for me I’m going to hold off right 
to the end. 
 
MONTY:  Again, it’s up to each individual town. 
 
HUGHES:  I think the land bank, housing committee is looking to only get two properties, we 
would desire to get two properties one to repair and one blighted to demolish and rebuild 
appropriately and that’s what we are looking to do only with town approvals. 
 
MONTY:  Right, with each individual town’s approval. 
 
HUGHES:  I would second Mr. Monty disapproval with Mr. Diskin respectfully. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  What’s the motion on the floor? 
 
GARRISON: There isn’t one. 
 
HUGHES:  I agree with Mr. Monty. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Oh, you said you would second okay.  Listen, I get confused easily enough.  
Alright so I guess then the properties that have been chosen to go into the land bank, that’s what 
we’re going with? 
 
MONTY:  Those properties have to be brought back to the tax force which there is a date on it, 
then the tax force will bring it back to the Board of Supervisors at the ways and means before the 
auction, if those are approved by the board, the board will then request they be taken off and 
given to the, it’s not a land bank yet and then we’ll work about figuring how to rehab and demolish. 
 
HUGHES: And the tax force meets next week. 
 
MONTY:  Next Monday. 
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SCOZZAFAVA:  So, if every property is chosen by the towns to put them in the land bank where 
do you go from there? 
 
MONTY:  What was that question Tom? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Let’s say that all the towns come back and say yes, those properties that you 
want – 
 
HUGHES:  Considered. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Correct, I mean you’re not pulling them all out of the sale? 
 
MONTY: Then the tax force takes two. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Okay, gotcha. 
 
MONTY:  We will take two that we agree on as a tax force to present to the Board of Supervisors. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Very good. 
 
PALMER:  Ultimately it becomes the board’s decision as to whether to remove them to place in 
the land bank.  It’s not like we’re gutting the whole auction.  We are looking at a couple of 
properties. 
 
HOLZER:  Just to build upon what Dan was just saying, I think that Mike was under the impression 
that we were pulling like ten or better parcels all out of the tax sale when in fact, it boiled down to 
two. 
 
MONTY:  That’s never been said.  It’s been explained to Mike.  Mike is on our committee. 
 
HOLZER: Okay but the way I read the email – 
 
MONTY:  And I responded to him and he’s on our task force.  We’ve explained this to him when 
he gave me those lists and we explained to him we’re just looking at you know, I think there was 
19 properties that he thought may suit the needs of what we’re looking for and that’s when I sent 
them out, you responded that you didn’t think – 
 
HOLZER:  We don’t have any property. 
 
MONTY:  Right, so then like I said, we are going to pick two. 
 
HOLZER: And I’m still in favor of that as well. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Okay.   That’s all I had for Mr. Diskin. 
 
PALMER: Mike is not here but I think Mike made you aware the sales tax numbers that the State 
had been providing for us were incorrectly estimated so the amount that we supposedly were 
running ahead is not running ahead at that amount.  They seem to have credited more toward 
New York City.  The sales tax is such a, any county you talk to it’s like, they don’t really understand 
how the State arrives at those numbers.  I know they’re supposed to be based on where the stuff 
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is sold but sometimes you wonder; I don’t question that at some point we get the money that was 
sold within Essex County, we get that sales tax revenue but I do think the State choses how to 
allocate it on a kind of random basis is the way it appears to most of us in this county business it 
seems like some months where we get a small payment and then the next month we’ll get a larger 
payment and it’s like, wow, our sales is not even up during that period but I think the important 
part of that message was that we’re not running as far ahead as we thought we were.  We are at 
six or seven hundred thousand less than what we thought. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  I have one, I’m sure nobody here can answer but I’ve asked this question and 
probably every supervisor in this room has from their constituents why is gasoline in Essex County 
always twenty-five, thirty cents higher than what gasoline is in Clinton County or Warren County?  
And I think it’s a good question.  Even if you go to let’s just say, one chain, Stewarts okay?  Their 
prices are all over the board.  I was in Plattsburgh Saturday afternoon they were twenty-five cents 
a gallon cheaper than anyplace in our county, any Stewarts so I think Ti did come down somewhat 
down there?  I’m not certain, but it’s a good question. I don’t really know who controls that or who 
investigates price gouging and I’m not just picking on Stewarts I’m just saying in general we are 
always a lot higher in this county than the surrounding counties. 
 
MONTY: I think a lot of it is availability. 
 
PALMER: Market driven. 
 
MONTY: By market driven, there is not a lot of gas stations.  In Ti you have more, Chesterfield 
you have more. 
 
PALMER: Yes, competition. 
 
MONTY:  Some communities don’t have any gas stations. 
 
PALMER:  You can see it in Glens Falls.  If you go to Glens Falls there’s a Stewarts and there is 
a Cumberland Farms right next to each other and the price is, Cumberland Farms lowers their 
price, Stewarts lowers theirs it’s just how it works. I think it’s market driven. 
 
HOLZER:  So part of this to remember is goes back to branded gasoline for example, some of 
the Stewarts aren’t mobile branded so they’re able to get a more affordable blend but I know being 
a mobile convenience store myself, that we paid a premium for premium gas it does make a 
difference whether it’s Mobile, or Exxon or some of these, Maplefields I think a lot of it does 
depend on the suppliers as far as what you’re pricing is. 
 
HUGHES:  Did you deal directly with Mobile or a broker? 
 
HOLZER:  I dealt with a broker but we had to keep the Mobile brand because of the mobile brand 
we probably paid eight cents more a gallon. 
 
HUGHES: If I had to make a guestimate that there are a lot of players in the game. 
 
HOLZER:  One final thing, and not that I’m dwelling but I did try to get us to lower the gas price 
here in the county. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Thank god we didn’t with those sales tax numbers. 
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GILLILLAND: Another thing too is we’re a big county and it takes trucks a while to get to the 
distribution centers to the point of delivery and every mile is charged directly to the gas station 
that is selling it for retail so for as long as I have lived here, Essex County prices are higher than 
Plattsburgh or Glens Falls because it’s just farther away from the point of distribution. 
 
MONTY:  It’s the volume of sales too but I will say that Lewis and Willsboro are cheaper than 
Plattsburgh the Volero in Willsboro and the truck stop were cheaper than Plattsburgh. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Okay, Dan. 
 
PALMER:  Nothing really.  We are starting budget. August 1st the budget packs will probably be 
going out to the departments so 2023, budget will be on the agenda for the next few months that’s 
for sure. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Okay, North Country, Joe.  Any questions for Dan, I’m sorry.  Come on up. 
 
HARVEY:  Good morning everybody thanks for having us.  Good to see you again.  I wish I had 
a rosier picture to paint for you but I will go through my budget and we can have some discussion. 
North Country Community College presents a $15,304,533 budget to support operations and a 
$300,000 capital budget for capital infrastructure for the 22-23 academic year. 
Our enrollments projected to be 945 FTE, that is a 55 FTE or a 6% increase over the current year.  
It’s a little deceiving it starts out as a 5% decline, our forward looking numbers right now show the 
fall semester is dipping about 5% and that’s a typical trend that we’ve seen year over year now 
for almost a decade and it’s across the system.  So we take that into start and then we are looking 
at expanding our nursing and our Rad Tech programs back to pre-pandemic capacities. We are 
looking for a small expansion at the Akwesasne center and we’re also introducing the AEMT/EMT 
programs so with those small changes we’re expecting an uptick in our enrollment to bring us up 
to that 6% level above the current year. 
Revenue though is going to reduce by 7%, one million dollars and it’s primarily all related to the 
Federal Stimulus funding that we received in the current year.  We are not budgeting any of it 
next year so the college is eligible for some additional SSARP funding HEERF.  We’ve applied 
for it but we have no idea what the volume or the level is going to be that we’re eligible for so I 
didn’t want to take in any assumptions around that.  We do believe that we will get some relief 
from that though and expenses are increasing 5%.  We’re dealing with the same energy crisis 
that everybody else is, those costs are up 90% on us this year I had to carry that into next year’s 
budget.  I don’t want to get caught, I have no idea when these things are going to come back 
down.  We’re seeing an increase in technology costs.  It’s a good thing.  It’s strategic investments 
to better serve our customers, customer relationship marketing system, to get a more web 
presence so that they are more self-sufficient in their portals, we brought on content management 
systems for the students, black board we are going to transfer our migrate over from a new system 
from SUNY and we also have efficiencies in general in the back office or the suites to try and 
make things go more smoother and reduce our costs if we can. 
We have open positions still, we have the VP of Administration, the Dean of Academics we 
certainly can’t see filling those positions with our numbers the way they are.  We’ve offered early 
retirement; we did have one take.  We had to increase a little bit of our operating costs on the 
personnel side for more on campus presence, a little more travel between the campuses, a little 
more casual labor pool to support the classrooms, some more supply increase costs but we’re 
still seeing about 30-35% of our students are online and that’s more than we expected at this 
point. We are able to serve everyone and we are happy to take them on. 
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Again, I mentioned the technology and the energy costs.  At the end of August 31, 2023, it’s going 
to leave us with a $5-million-dollar fund balance, that’s 33% of our net operating costs sounds 
really good.  The system wide we’re all sitting on a pile of cash but it’s not enough. We recognize 
that you’ll see later when we talk about borrowing from the fund balance to get through next year, 
a million-two, if we use a million dollars every year a five-million-dollar balance I don’t need pie 
charts and graphs you know, we’re going to be out of money in four to five years so there’s a lot 
of work to be done.  There’s a lot of energy and work being done right now on the enrollment side. 
A lot of new initiatives that we’re kicking in and I’ll talk a little bit about that after but basically we 
wanted to come in with a conservative budget that was realistic and try and work on a getting in 
a better position going forward. 
So, when we look at the numbers just the P&L you can see on the revenue side the million-five 
sticks out for revenue loss claims. We do not have that budgeted for this year. We hope to have 
some relief from that.  Medical increases and we can all feel the pain there.  We have a 12% 
increase in medical the first time since I’ve been with the college that we’ve seen anything like 
that but it is real and we had to bake in another couple thousand to cover that.  Utility costs, IT, 
our contractual non-personnel costs, the college does a good job of not spending if it doesn’t 
impact the students it’s not going to move the needle, they don’t spend the money.  I’m very happy 
with that but it’s obviously as you know, most of our expense is with our personnel.  It’s our 
greatest asset, it’s what makes us who we are.  It’s about 75% and that’s really an area that we 
will have to look at. 
So, just some notations I think it’s important to know the county sponsorship so we are very 
grateful for that.  It’s been maintained, we are budgeting for that and it will remain at the same 
level it has been for the last six or seven years.  It’s a combined $2.4-million-dollar appropriation 
from each county, about $1.9 million from each county goes to our operations and then they each 
give us $50,000 for capital.  In addition to that it will allow us to maintain or keep the receipts from 
chargebacks, that’s about $700,000 from both counties on the operating side and about $50,000 
on the capital side so when you combine all the capital chargebacks, the capital appropriation 
and then the State match that’s where we get our $300,000 capital budget and then I get inquiries 
quite often about how the college, who funds the student’s education?  Where does the college 
get all its revenue?  So, that’s why we put this little grid together here, you can see 40% of our 
revenue comes from the student, $5.7 million and we’ve heard statewide, countywide, villages 
wide that the cost of education in New York is too much so one thing I did mention when I was 
going over some of the earlier summary we’ve frozen our tuition for the second year in a row.  
North Country has one of the highest community college tuition rates in the system, it’s not 
surprising we have a lot of the same overhead that these other schools have but they have a lot 
more enrollment to cover it but non the less we are sensitive to that and we’ve tried to hold that 
tuition.  If we increase it 3% it’s a quick $150,000 each year so it’s a quick way to infuse some 
cash but it’s not going to solve our problem and it is just going to pass the burden to any customers 
that we have been dealing with for quite some time so I’m happy that the college voted to hold 
that steady.  29% of our funding comes from New York State, they give about $4.2 million in state 
aid, very grateful for that as well.  You can see the counties is $3.3 million when you bake in the 
chargebacks about 11.5% per county so 23% total again, I’m very grateful for your support.  And 
then our foundation kicks in about $1.2 million and investment income used to be in there but I 
think we’re paying the people to hold our money out. 
We do have a few budget opportunities.  I mentioned SSARP HEERF supplemental funding. We 
qualify for that because most of our students are PAL and lower income students and our 
enrollment dipped beyond a certain threshold so that made us eligible for that funding.  Again, we 
don’t know how much that is, we should hear soon and we’re hoping that we will get some relief 
from that.  It’s not going to help us in year two, three, four, five we have a lot of work to do we’re 
very conscience of that.  We have forward looking projections.  We look at it monthly and we have 
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to get back to a daily board.  On the budget side, New York State when Governor Hochul passed 
that she included expansion and tuition assistance for part time students.  We feel that’s going to 
be a help to get some more part timers.  We’re actually seeing a bigger shift from full time to part 
time over the last few years and it’s just becoming more of a wider gap if you will and they are 
returning the ability for incarcerated individuals to receive TAP that’s our PELL prison program so 
instead of that kind of being teetering on going away or is it going to stay it seems like it’s getting 
even more attention and more support so we’re happy to hear that as well and then there is some 
non-recurring direct operating support so there’s some funding for some child care centers, 
maybe additional staff but we have to be very careful of that.  Taking money up front, investing 
some is good but if it’s not something that is going to or we can maintain going forward we’re 
already in a deficit so I don’t want to take on more things that I’ve got to maintain that aren’t going 
to move the needle or just to cut a ribbon somewhere. 
We do have some new initiatives underway, they are bullet point here. I’m not going to butcher 
them I’m going to let you ask questions of Joe and I’ll let him speak to them but we’re looking at 
possibly another $180,000, we did not bake in here, coming from these. They are in play.  It’s 
kind of low hanging fruit if you will, low investment, high fuel opportunities but there so new we 
just didn’t feel like I could put that money in this until we start to see that get going a little bit more 
and we also have not in my report, we have a whole slew of other new opportunities that we look 
to implement over the next year or two and if you lay them out over five years it swings our five 
year by about $2.5 million dollars so it’s a good start.  Our first efforts were to continue to attack 
enrollment, grow the top line, how can we serve the counties better, how can we serve more 
people and our second cut is going to be looking at the expense side and how we going to right 
sides and how are we going to look like tomorrow so, if we have, one of the things that we just 
did not bake in here, I don’t know where the students are?  I hear they are not working and they 
are not at school but we did not just assume that they are going to come back and if we do see 
some upticks in next fall, you know 1% increase would give us $35,000, 3% is $100,000 so you 
can see where if we get some of these students back we can get these gains but we didn’t bake 
that in either because I’m just not going to assume they are going to come back.  And then again, 
we’ve got some cool things going on some infrastructure upgrade opportunities.  The college as 
you know has a lot of deferred payments.  Our facilities are, we’ve heard from JMZ that students 
don’t go to school for glitz and glamour and we are appreciative of that but when you go to a 
college that has less than what you had in high school that’s not really good either so we’re very 
grateful for the funding that we’ve gotten from the Federal Government and the State Government 
to upgrade our nursing and our science labs.  We’re going to use some HEERF funding to upgrade 
our HVAC and those areas and some HVAC in our other buildings so we’re finally going to get 
some movement on our deferred maintenance which is really exciting for the college. 
That was my report.  I didn’t want to talk too long because I really thought that this was a lot to 
digest and I want to kind of open the floor for questions or comments or anything like that. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Any questions? 
 
McNALLY:  Yes, I’ve been sitting here nine years, I’ve asked the same questions over and over 
again and I don’t seem to get the response I want.  Excluding the GAP and the PELL programs I 
would like to know where our students, how many full time students we have from Essex County 
and how many people in our nursing program and where do these people come from? 
 
KEEGAN:  I’ve got some of those for you Mr. McNally and you asked that question last month. 
 
McNALLY:  I’ve asked that question for months and months and months. 
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KEEGAN:  Let me give that to you.  So looking at the, specifically I looked at the Ti campus no 
excuse me this is – in 2021 the most recent year we had 32 students in Essex County under the 
nursing program combined PN and RN, we had 4 from Vermont and then currently cuing up for 
this year, we still have six weeks to go we have 28 from Essex County and we have 3 from 
Vermont.  I can go back further but I figured the most recent two years would be helpful. 
 
McNALLY:  And how many from Franklin County? 
 
KEEGAN: I didn’t run the Franklin County members, I certainly can. 
 
McNALLY:  Thank you. 
 
KEEGAN:  Your welcome. 
 
HUGHES: We were not provided a copy of what you presented on. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Was it emailed? 
 
KEEGAN:  It was, I’m sorry. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I don’t recall seeing it either.  Dan received it.  I’ve been following his. 
 
KEEGAN:  I’m sorry.  I sent that out Friday morning and I’ll make sure that it goes back to you. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: I don’t recall seeing the email, period but anyway I’m sure we’ll see it sometime. 
 
PALMER:  Yeah, I’ll get it to you. 
 
HUGHES:  Just one more point, I’ve only been on the board a couple of years but I do remember 
hearing a conversation about, I don’t know if the term equity is correct but equity payment between 
what Franklin County offers and some of this is not an issue to you but what Franklin County 
offers and what Essex County offers and I don’t know what the answer to that is but we always 
seem to talk about it in the budget season but we’re in the beginning of the budget season and I 
hope that goes to those responsible for budgeting and listens to our conversations and be happy 
to answer to it this year. 
 
HOLZER:  Well, to put it bluntly there’s a big discrepancy between the amount of Franklin County 
residents attending college and what Essex County has for residents attending the college but 
yet, at the end of the day we are writing the same amount of checks. 
 
HUGHES:  This is my blunt and translated right here. 
 
HOLZER:  Well, no I mean that’s the big issue because I brought it up myself in talks. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: It would be interesting to know also which I can probably find, the enrollment 
trends that Clinton and Adirondack are they also – 
 
KEEGAN: I have those Tom. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Are they also diving, going down? 
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KEEGAN:  Yes, the community college sector across the pandemic really aspirated from that 
we’ve seen before but certainly you know, this is another question Steve asked, so North Country 
of the students that come to a community college from Essex County for the last four years we’ve 
gotten about 2/3, 66% so last year we had 133, this year we had 129, pre pandemic we had 161 
so the Clinton County picked up 4 students from Essex county so they got about 12% of those 
students that in Essex County that go to a community college, Adirondack got 8% and that’s about 
20 students, Hudson Valley is below both of them, they are about 14 students from Essex County 
as of last year. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Hudson Valley? 
 
KEEGAN:  Hudson Valley and then we took a deeper dive into the data because we want to know 
right?  We want to better serve the county students. We are proudly the community college of 
Essex and Franklin County, no doubt about it so we looked at are they going to four years?  And 
the answer is they are not.  You know when we looked at the enrollment data that where students 
are going out with the exception of the University Centers which saw a slight uptick those are the 
big ones, Stony Brook, Buffalo, Albany, Binghamton the numbers have dropped off.  Erik’s point 
earlier, you know, where are the students?  You know it at the Supervisor level or at the 
community level you’re not seeing the students coming to work right, individuals coming to work 
and we’ve seen it across the State, they are not coming to college in the ways they have come 
previously so it’s a conundrum that we’re doing everything we can do and we would love have 
your help if we can do a better job with your constituents, you know I’ve said a number of times 
our foundation stood up an opportunity scholarship to find leverage funding to be able to get 
students in and one more thought, a silver lining is that in this last year the numbers in Essex 
County in college bridge actually had an uptick so that was really good so we saw more students 
and families benefitting from the college bridge program, the enrollment to college in high school 
and that’s a good thing because it makes for families, it makes it more affordable and your support 
allows us to leverage all those other kinds of funding’s that Erik has talked about. We get State 
and Federal dollars.  We get the student tuition dollars.  We get all those other things to bring high 
quality education to the residents of Essex and Franklin. 
 
WOOD:  I’m from a town in the Southern part of the county and I know over the years many kids 
from our area have gone down to Hudson Valley.  One of their reasons they go is to expand their 
experience in that area.  Do you do any marketing down state for kids who are looking to expand 
in the other direction? 
 
KEEGAN:  Limited and the reason is that the New York State, we are defined by a service area 
so it is not considered to be, we can within certain programs but we can’t go into other community 
colleges so we honor that but we can go to college fairs, we can do other marketing which we do. 
 
WOOD:  Okay, thank you. 
 
STANLEY:  Does your numbers include private schools as well or only SUNY? 
 
KEEGAN:  Only SUNY because SUNY is the only one we are able to get that kind of quality data. 
 
STANLEY:  Because I mean, my oldest is going to college and New York State University system 
is one of the most expensive systems to go to, looking at the private, there’s so much funding for 
kids going to private schools they can attract the kids they want.  It was cheaper for my daughter 
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to go to like four or five private schools cheaper than to go to any of the SUNY schools that she 
was actually looking at. 
 
KEEGAN:  Four-year level? 
 
STANLEY:  Four-year level, yes looking at a pre-med track. 
 
WINEMILLER:  What happened with, I know we had talked previously and I’m sure the pandemic 
had something to do with it but we talked about doing some wastewater and water training? 
 
KEEGAN:  So we have gotten approval from the Department of Conservation to offer it.  We are 
going to be offering the course starting this fall.  We haven’t finalized the dates and the times but 
once we do, we will send out a notice to all of you, the supervisors so you can plan and distribute 
them among your staff so this fall and then the same thing with EMT so we also have approval 
from the Department of Health to offer the AEMT and EMT, we know have the core sponsorship 
thanks in part of the county and the efforts of the county to advance our interest. We’re going to 
have a class in Saranac Lake and in Malone this fall. We’re looking to establish the first basic 
down in Ticonderoga for the Spring and then be on rotation of basic and advanced every fall and 
the spring.  Erik talked about one of the things that we did with that program was we tried to help 
out municipalities and the individual by making it a credit bearing program so students who came 
and came for the EMT they could come to school, many of them would be able to have tuition 
assistance and they are credit bearing courses.  And of the 20 enrollees in Saranac Lake campus 
for the basic EMT, 11 of them are from Essex County right now. 
 
TYLER:  Maybe or lustrous Governor could give you guys some money to help with the training 
for renewing the pistol permits. 
 
KEEGAN: I was hoping to dodge that one. We don’t have a firing range. 
 
TYLER:  Right down the street, there’s a Federal building. 
 
KEEGAN: So much for ducking. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: It was a very good financial report and once we and Dan forwarded it to the board 
and once we get a chance to review it – Dan, do you have any questions? 
 
PALMER:  No again, I think really the issue is obviously, is the fund balance and where you are 
going to be in five years?  Ultimately that’s what it is coming down to. 
 
KEEGAN: And again, ways that we can work with you in terms of serving your constituents better 
we are open to and you know that and you’ve heard me say that. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Covid has changed the world in every aspect. 
 
KEEGAN:  You know what Tom, to Erik’s point pre Covid we saw 5% of our enrollments were 
online and now we’ve got a third of that which in some cases that’s a positive right?  So for folks 
in the county that are further afield, it’s easier for them to come. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Different world, a lot different from when I was attending Harvard years ago.  
(laugher) Any other questions? 
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MONTY: I just want to say, anybody that has any students that have any questions contact Joe.  
Joe goes above and beyond to help our students.  He’s not untouchable, returns calls and does 
a good job. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Thank you.  You do. 
 
HARVEY:  When you get the report, contact me directly as well.  You can contact me directly or 
Joe or Dan feel free to reach out.  We want to be available not just for dialog. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Are we in public hearing time for your budget? 
 
KEEGAN:  Next time for the public hearing. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Do we set the date for the public hearing or at that time we set the date? 
 
KEEGAN:  And we have the NYSCCAP contract I wanted to present.  Did you get that Dan? 
 
PALMER: I think I did.  I don’t know, Mike is not here for that and I think I left that for Mike not to 
blame Mike but I don’t have it in this pack I can tell you that. 
 
KEEGAN:  Tom, we completed the faculty, the union contract.  Would you like me to present that? 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  You want to present it today? 
 
KEEGAN: I can give you the highlights of it. 
 
PALMER:  Yeah, let’s do it now. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA:  Yes, go ahead. 
 
KEEGAN: So, in this past year we’ve renegotiated the contract for professional staff union, that’s 
our faculty and our staff.  We are in negotiates with our CSEA, the union those are the two 
collective bargaining units.  I would say that the NYSCCAP, the North Country Community College 
Association of Professionals that’s our faculty and staff unit, they came to the table very fairly.  
Erik was on that negotiations team. We completed the contract over the course of the year.  We 
were, that group of folks really came to our rescue during the pandemic every one of them had to 
reposition how they taught, they had to go from being fully on campus to fully online.  They had 
to meet students in the new online space. They had to learn new skills and you know they were 
again I thought they were very generous.  The terms of the contract, the financial terms for us 
ultimately were for the 22-23 year, 2% plus $2,000 that’s about 6.1% across the unit and then 1% 
plus $1250 in the next two years and we felt that that was an again, a very fair contract.  We were 
not able to leverage the AARP funds or the ARC funds that other municipalities were because it 
couldn’t go to offset some of the extra work that people did and so we felt that the two plus two 
was a fair way to be able to address the people down on the front end and be able to show our 
appreciation for that and then edge against these rising costs that everybody is facing.  I think you 
know we live and die our college lives and dies by the faculty and staff and we want to make sure 
that we are taking care of them and they are county residents right, Essex and Franklin Counties 
and we want to make sure that economic impact goes far.  Those are the big pieces of that. 
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SCOZZAFAVA: In today’s world I would say that you’ve done well in negotiating that.  Any 
questions in regard to the contract? 
 
DOTY:  Just a catch up, we will be getting a copy of that financial report? 
 
KEEGAN:  Absolutely. 
 
PALMER:  Yes, that’s my fault.  I should have forwarded it onto you.  I did not. 
 
HUGHES:  Is that a three-year contract? 
 
KEEGAN:  Three-year contract ’22 – ’25. 
 
HUGHES:  Thanks. 
 
SCOZZAFAVA: Anything further?  If not, thank you.  Anything further to come before this 
committee?  If not, we stand adjourned. 
 
 As there was no further business to come before this Finance Committee it was adjourned 
at 11:20 a.m. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Judith Garrison, Clerk 
Board of Supervisors  
 


